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Adoption of draft reports

Integrated Maritime Policy
Rapporteur: Mr Willi Piecyk (PSE, DE)
Own-initiative report 

Europe's oceans and seas should be the cleanest in 
the world, with the most stable biodiversity, the 
most profitable economy, the best research and 
technology, the most modern shipping, the best 
education and training and the most innovative 
ideas. Daily experience suggests that the 
Commission's Action Plan for an Integrated Maritime 
Policy needs to be much more ambitious to achieve 
these goals, says the Transport Committee.

The committee feels that the Action Plan includes 
too few practical measures and urges the 
Commission to use the instruments at its disposal 
under the EU Treaty. Members stated that climate 
change challenges are addressed in a non-binding 
way, and that it should be the task of European 
Maritime Policy to prepare in particular for rising sea 
levels, with the increased risk of flooding of ports 
and coastal regions. 

MEPs called for maritime policy to make a 
substantial contribution to reducing greenhouse 
emissions, including incorporating shipping in 
emissions trading and stepping up research efforts 
with a view to exploiting the seas as a source of 
renewable energy. They also urged the Commission 
to be more ambitious in combating sulphur and NOx 
emissions as well as emissions of solids from ships.

The committee points out that land-based 
pollution of the seas constitutes a significant 
proportion of overall maritime pollution and that the 

Commission has yet to get to grips with this issue. 
The Commission should put forward an Action Plan 
to reduce such pollution and the Member States 
should act promptly to transpose the legislation in 
this field into their national laws, it says, adding that 
an action plan is also needed to identify and remove 
old munitions from past wars dumped in the North 
Sea and the Baltic.

Seafarers should no longer be excluded from certain 
areas of European social and labour protection, such 
as safeguards for employees' rights in the event of 
transfers of undertakings, rules on collective 
redundancies and on the posting of workers to 
provide services. The directives concerned should be 
revised in close co-operation with the social 
partners, says the report.

Finally, the committee backs a proposal to establish 
an annual Maritime Day. Such an action day should 
be used to establish the significance of maritime 
policy outside maritime circles, with the participation 
of ordinary citizens, schools,  universities and non-
governmental organisations.

The report was adopted by 42:0:1.

Timetable foreseen:
 Adoption in plenary: May 2008.

Towards Europe-wide safer, cleaner and 
efficient mobility: the first intelligent car 
report
Rapporteur: Ms Zita Gurmai (PSE, HU)
Own-initiative report 

Ms Gurmai's own-initiative report on the first 
intelligent car w a s  voted through almost 
unanimously by the committee.  The Intelligent Car 
Initiative is a flagship project within i2010, the 
European Commission's strategic policy framework 
for information society and the media.  It seeks to 
promote the positive contribution that information 
and communication technologies (ICT) can make to 
the economy, society and quality of life, including in 
the transport field.  The report commends the 
Commission's initiative in this field and makes a 
number of recommendations.  It  stresses the 
importance of technology, the provision of 
information and affordability for the consumer in this 
sector.  

The committee backed plans to roll out the pan-
European emergency call system eCall by 2010, and 
called on those Member States that not yet signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding on the system's 
introduction to do so by mid-2008.  In the event of 
an accident this system alerts the emergency 
services automatically, providing the exact location 
of the vehicle.  The committee also advocated 
accelerating the introduction of Electronic Stability 
Control (ESC) which reduces the danger of skidding.

Thirty-five amendments were tabled to the report, 
and twenty-seven of these were adopted by the 
committee.  The rapporteur had sought to agree a 
number of compromise amendments with Members 
before the meeting.  All of the proposed compromise 
amendments were successfully voted through.  The 
rapporteur stated that she w a s  favourable to 
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amendments which sought to build upon the text 
she proposed, for instance by changing the title of 
the report to emphasise the aims of the initiative: to 
make cars safer, cleaner and more efficient.

The report was adopted by 38:1:0.

Timetable foreseen:
 Adoption in plenary: June 2008.

Draft report

Code of Conduct for computerised 
reservation systems 
Rapporteur:  Mr Timothy Kirkhope (EPP-
ED, UK)
Codecision procedure: first reading

In an animated debate the rapporteur went through
the complex issue of the revision of the Code of 
Conduct of Computerised Reservations Systems 
(CRS) in detail.  In line with the Commission’s 
proposal for partial deregulation, allowing airlines 
and CRS providers to negotiate free booking and 
content fees for the services provided to the travel 
agencies and to the final consumer, the rapporteur 
tabled provisions which reinforce the competition 
rules. 

The debate centred on the controversial issue of the 
'parent carrier' definition. This is sensitive because 
of the close links between some airlines and CRS
providers. Mr Kirkhope proposed a stricter definition, 
with air carriers that own shares in CRS providers
being subject to non-discrimination rules with regard 
to other carriers and requirements on transparency, 
governance and auditing.  While some Members 
considered this position balanced, others wished to 
go further with a total unbundling of the ownership 
of the airlines and CRS providers, and did not see a
reason for amending the existing definition. 

Several Members made reference to the interests of 
consumers and to the reduction of the costs of air 
tickets.  The flagging of greener flights in the 
principal display of CRS screens in addition to
information related to the railway connections was 
proposed by some Members. On the Marketing 
Information Data Tapes (MIDT), the rapporteur 
suggested to leave open the possibility to allow 
travel agents to negotiate with CRSs of their 
identification. Members referred to the IATA data 
base data protection regime and to the Passenger 
Name Record (PNR). 

The Commission stated that it was in favour of 
finding the appropriate definition of a parent carrier 
through provisions of competition law and did not 
consider an examination of the issue of PNR data to 
be necessary as part of this proposal. 

Timetable foreseen:
 Deadline for amendments: 22 April

2008
 Adoption in TRAN: May 2008
 Adoption in plenary: July/ September 2008.

Draft recommandations

Safety on the Community's railways
Rapporteur: Mr Paolo Costa (ALDE, IT)
Codecision procedure: second reading

In response to the Council’s two common positions 
received in March, the committee held a debate on 
the two draft recommendations for second reading 
presented by the rapporteur Mr Paolo Costa on the 
remainder of the cross acceptance package, the 
revision of the railway safety Directive and the 
Regulation on the European Railway Agency. 

The rapporteur presented his amendment which 
restores the Parliament's first reading position on 
the establishment of a mandatory maintenance 
certification system for the railway vehicles. The 
amendment goes against the voluntary system 
proposed by Council. The rapporteur cited the need 
for the reduction of operational costs in the railway 
sector and emphasised the safety requirements. 
Members put questions to the Commission on the 
concept of the 'entity in charge of maintenance' 
wh ich  is proposed by Council and its legal 
consequences for existing operators, namely railway 
undertakings (RU), infrastructure managers, and
wagon keepers. The issue of the keeper's regime 
established by international agreements, in 
conjunction with the responsibility of the 
maintenance of wagons coming from non EU-
countries, was raised. The request for an explicit 
exemption from the requirements of the safety 
Directive for heritage trains was formulated and 
supported by the shadow rapporteurs. 

While defending the voluntary maintenance 
certification system a s  a first step towards the 
introduction of a mandatory system in the sector 
which numbers 574 contracting parties (RU, 
keepers) and 700.000 wagons, the Commission 
expressed its willingness to work towards finding a 
second reading agreement. With regard to the 
'entity in charge of maintenance' the Commission 
clarified that this concept is part of the Community 
acquis and did not raise an objection to the granting 
of an exemption to heritage trains.

European Railway Agency
Rapporteur: Mr Paolo Costa (ALDE, IT)
Codecision procedure: second reading

Mr Costa presented amendments to the ERA 
Regulation which restore the Parliament's first 
reading position which aim to reinforce the Agency's 
competences and develop a uniform European 
Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS). The 
role of the Agency, as the central system authority 
for the development and implementing of ERTMS, is 
reaffirmed. Mr Costa argued in favour of ensuring 
the interoperability of the various versions of ERTMS 
in the EU market with backwards compatibility, and 
to give time to investors before the introduction of 
any new ERTMS version. 

While sharing the vision on the prominent role of the 
Agency on interoperability and to some extent to the 
certification authority, the Commission expressed 
reservations on the transfer to the Agency of the 
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competence for the authorisation of ERTMS systems 
in the EU. 

Timetable foreseen:
 Deadline for amendments: 22 April 

2008
 Vote in TRAN: May 2008
 Vote in plenary:  June 2008.

Draft opinion

Emissions from heavy duty vehicles (Euro 
VI) 
Draftman: Mr Johannes Blokland
(IND/DEM, NL)
Opinion to ENVI Committee

Johannes Blokland introduced his draft opinion for 
the ENVI committee on the Commission's EURO VI 
proposals for limits applicable to diesel engines and 
those powered by natural or liquefied petroleum gas 
for heavy duty vehicles.  The Commission envisage 
these coming into force from April 2013 for new 
type-approvals and October 2014 for all newly 
registered vehicles.  There are further provisions on 
access to repair information, on-board diagnostic 
systems, time-limited financial incentives, test 
procedures and durability requirements for testing.  
The Commission has proposed important reductions 
in diesel emissions of nitrogen oxides (80%) and 
particulate matter (67%) compared to the EURO V 
standards.  These new limits are described as being
equivalent to the 2010 limits set in the US.

The draftsman is content with the aim of the 
Commission proposal, though he has sought to 
improve it by proposing fifteen amendments to the 
text.  These include amendments on retro-fitting to 
ensure a faster achievement of the aims of the 
proposal, to clarify the text and to bring the 
implementation date forward by two years (from 
October 2014 to 2012).  He explained that this 
timetable w a s  challenging but achievable, and 
argued that the committee should not shy away 
from a demanding schedule, especially given the 
timetable of the CAFE programme (Clean Air for 
Europe).  The draftsman spoke in favour of a level 
playing field for operators in the market, and he has 
introduced an amendment which strengthens the 
access to information provisions in the text. 

Members welcomed the draftsman's opinion, though 
there was some debate on the question of the time 
limits that should be applied.  Some Members 
agreed with the draftsman's arguments in favour of 
reducing the time limits, while others argued instead 
that more time was needed before these limits were 
required of manufacturers.  The European 
Commission agreed with the draftsman's opinion on 
the whole, but expressed concerns about the 
proposed change in the timescale.

Timetable foreseen:
Deadline for amendments: 11 April 2008
Adoption in TRAN: May 2008.

Exchange of views

The EU's freight transport agenda 
Rapporteur: Mr Michael Cramer
(Greens/EFA, DE)
Own-initiative report

The Commission put forward various 
Communications in the framework of the EU freight 
Agenda at the end of 2007.  In response, the TRAN 
committee decided to prepare a joint own-initiative 
report on "The EU's freight transport agenda: 
boosting the efficiency, integration and sustainability 
of freight transport in Europe", "The Freight 
transport Logistics Action Plan", "Towards a rail 
network giving priority to freight" and lastly "Multi-
annual contracts for rail infrastructure quality". The 
main thrust of these Communications is to improve 
the efficiency and the sustainability of the logistics 
and freight sectors in a context of strong growth in
freight transport in the European Union. This growth 
has a wide range of negative economic and 
environmental impacts which need to be addressed, 
particularly in the context of the liberalisation of rail 
transport. The latter has lost an important share of 
the freight transport market in recent years.

These concerns are dealt with via several proposals
and principles in the Communications that will be 
developed by the Commission in its programme of 
measures in the coming months.  These include a 
work on transport corridors, such as the innovative 
concept of a "Green corridor" or rail corridors giving 
priority to freight; elimination of bottlenecks; the 
development of co-modality; the adoption of specific 
management structures; the adoption of rules 
concerning priorities in the case of traffic 
disturbance or the allocation of train paths for the 
freight-orientated rail corridors and financial 
guarantees for the investments in the quality of the 
infrastructures.

Mr Cramer requested a first exchange of views in 
the committee and opened the discussion by 
presenting these elements and the major concerns 
and priorities in the field of freight and logistics. He
evoked the main elements listed in the 
Communications that he considers particularly 
relevant, such as the identification of bottlenecks in 
the trans-national corridors, priority rules between 
passenger rail transport and freight rail transport in 
the case of disturbance, rail corridors giving priority 
to freight, "Green corridors" and the need to define 
the latter using sustainable criteria, the 
standardisation of containers between all modes of 
transport and the elaboration of a single transport 
document. 

Some Members expressed an interest for the sector 
of freight and logistics in general. They insisted that 
the rapporteur should concentrate the report on a 
limited number of priorities, including all transport
sectors and not only rail.  For some Members, the 
development of the economic importance of logistics 
and freight and the improvement of their efficiency 
are determined by the simplification of the 
administrative procedures and the efforts to be 
made in the use of new technologies. Other aspects 
of the documents were mentioned like urban 
logistics and co-modality. 
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For the Commission, the Communications should be 
analysed in the context of the Lisbon Agenda and 
the related measures to encourage economic growth 
in Europe. The core of its proposals is the Logistics 
Action Plan, which lists concrete measures and 
priorities that respond to the concerns of Members
regarding the sustainable aspects of logistics, an
improvement in efficiency and the use of new 
technologies.

Timetable foreseen:
 Draft report: May 2008
 Adoption in TRAN: July 2008.

TEN-T financing and Western Balkans
Rapporteur: Mr Paolo Costa (ALDE, IT)

The TRAN committee commissioned an external 
study via the policy department of Directorate B on 
the "update on the costs of the TEN-T priority 
projects" which was presented by the authors, Ms 
Giorgia Aresu and Mr Paolo Guglielminetti, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers.

The study contains aggregated data and comments 
on the updated total cost for each of the 30 priority 
projects; it underlines the difficulties to have 
comparable and recent data available. According to 
the study it is likely that the total investments 
needed for the implementation of the TEN-T network 
will be higher than the estimated 340 billion Euros; 
they are approximately 379 billion Euros, an 
increase of 11, 6 %. The average delay of the 
timescale for the realisation of the TEN-T compared 
to the entire work duration is + 21%.

The study gives some recommendations concerning 
the control of risks such as  the timing and the 
investment cost, the need for regular updates by the 
Member States and the need for environmental 
considerations and investment in bottlenecks in 
order to increase public support for the TEN-T 
projects.

Members deplored the state of play of the TEN-T 
projects and felt that they can do nothing about the 
lack of financing by the Member States. The 
Chairman invited the Commission to play a more 
active role by coordinating the national policies, 
based on art. 155, par. 2 of the Treaty and 
submitted some proposals how to proceed. One 
option is to look for alternative sources of financing 
such as public-private-partnership (PPP) and to 
exchange best practices. Another option is to use 
the guarantee fund and to redistribute money 
differently depending on the indebtedness of 
Member States. Other Members were sceptical about 
the success of PPP and suggested to make progress 
with the internalisation of external costs and the 
revision of the Eurovignette Directive in order to re-
invest the revenues by tolls into the financing of new 
infrastructure projects and not for the payments of 
the state debts.

The Commission admitted that thanks to the 
insistence of the TRAN committee Member States 
are asked to transmit more accurate figures so that
a more reliable picture of the situation of the TEN-T 
can be gathered based on figures of 2006 and 2007. 
The Commission is preparing a new document on 

the TEN-T policy as a whole and TEN-T Days in June 
with a view of adopting a Green Paper on the TEN-T 
policy and the revision of the guidelines, probably in 
October 2008. 

New reports and opinions

Reports

Proposal for a directive of the European Parliament 
and of the Council facilitating cross-border 
enforcement in the field of road safety
COM(2008)0151
PSE

TRAN Committee meeting:
5-6 May 2008, Brussels

Provisional agenda:

Monday, 5 May, afternoon:
 Minimum level of training of seafarers/ Kratsa 

Tsagaropoulou
 Heavy duty vehicles/ Blokland
 Urban mobility/ Rack
 European Ports Policy/ Ortuondo Larrea

Tuesday, 6 May, morning
 Promotion of clean and energy efficient road 

transport vehicles/ Ticau
 Minimum level of training of seafarers/ vote

Kratsa Tsagaropoulou
 Heavy duty vehicles/ vote/ Blokland
 Inland transport of dangerous goods/ Liberadzki
 2009 budget/ Lichtenberger

Tuesday, 6 May, afternoon
 Lisbon Treaty/ Costa

TRAN Committee meetings 2008
Brussels

morning = 9.00-12.30
afternoon = 15.00-18.30

27.05 afternoon
28.05 all day
29.05 all day

23.06 afternoon
24.06 all day
25.06 morning

14.07 afternoon
15.07 all day

25.08 afternoon

08.09 afternoon
09.09 all day
10.09 morning

06.10 afternoon
07.10 morning

03.11 afternoon
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04.11 all day
05.11 morning

01.12 afternoon
02.12 morning

08.12 morning
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